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Physics. - "A contribution io ow' knowle(~qe of t!te solw'ization 
pltenoJlwnon and of sonw other' pl'operties of tlte latent image". 
Ey A . .P. H. TRIVELLI. (Communicated by Prof. S. HOOGRWERE'E'). 

(Commullicated in the Meeting of March 28, 1908). 

1. The image. 

In order to enqmre inio th~ density gradation a photographic 
plate may be exposed in two ways: 

a. with constant light inteni1ity and varying time of exposure; 
b. by equal exposures, with different lIght intpnsities. 
In order to oliminate the possibility of other cirC'umstances being 

different, pal'ticulal'ly those under which development is cat'ried ont, 
lhe first method has bren adopted, a plate being divided into ótrips, 
and each succeeding strip receiving a langer exposure than the 
precedll1g one. This is combining several trial plates into one. In 
my opinion an "image" cannot be said to appeal' in this case, it 
only appears if the second method is adopted. 

The results obtained by equal exposures with different light inten
sities I will call copies. A copy always shows an image, which may 
be positive Ol' negative. 

By a normal or non-polarized copy I understand copying positive
negatiye-positive- etc., which may be represented by 

±~=F 

By a pola1'izecl copy I understand copying positive-positive-etc. or 
negative-negative- etc., which may be represented by 

±~± 

According to the ll1vestigations of WARNERKE I), W. ABNEY 2), 
K. SCHAUr.! and V. BELLACH S), R. NEUHAUS 4), and W. SCH!<JFFER 5), 
the differences in density which appeal' in a photographic plate 
aftel' exposure and development, may be ascl'ibed to differences in 
thè depth of the l'educed silvel' haloid. Sa the image must have [1 

1) Phot. Archiv. 1881; S. 85 u. 119. 
Phot. Mitt. Bel. 18; S. 65, 98 u. 235. 
J M. EDER, Handb d. Phot. 1902; Bd. UI, S. 106 u. 108. 

2) J. M. EDER, Hand. d. Phot. 1902; Bd. lIl; S. 102. 
S) Phys. Zeitsch. 1902; Bd. IV; S. 4. 

J. M. EDER, Handb. d. Phot. 1903; Bd. Ill; S. 819. 
4) Wied. Anna!. d. Phys. u. Chem. 1898; Bd. 65; S. 164. 
0) Phot. Cbronik. 1904 i S. 366. 

Phot. Rundschau. 1904; S. 121. 
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plastic shape similar to th at fOl'med by the pigment-gelatine printing 
process, the insoluble part being a normal copy, the solubie part a 
polarized one (monochrome pinatypy). 

It is chal'actel'istic of the normal copy, if exposed and developed 
normally th at the portions whel'e the density is gl'eatest show a 
duller sUl'face when seen by light reflected at an angle tban the 
elearest portions. This is to be attributed to the pl'esence of reduced 
silver-haloid grains immediately under the free surface. 

If tbe image lies against the free surface, it may be caUed a 
sUl'face image, in opposition to a "depth" image, with which this is not 
the case. 

The ca,use of the appearance of the surface image has been ascribed 
by P. H. EYKMAN and myselfl) to the sl1rface tension of the wet 
gelatine. Ao a silvel'-haloid gelatine layer may be looked upon as 
consisting of a series of layers, of which the top one, i.e. the one 
at the free sUl'face, is tbe most sensitlve, while every succeeding 
one lying under it, is less sensitive. The exposure l'equired to render 
a beginning of redurtion by the developer visible, the liminal value 
("Schwellenwert") consequently seems to increase in proportion to 
the depth; that of the topmost layer is equal to the hminal value 
of the plate itself. We wiU caU this the "absolute", that of the 
succeeding layers the "relative" liminal value. 

Leaving aside, for clearnes's sake, tbe mutl1aI differences in 
sensiiiveness of silver-haloid grains in one single layer, to wbich 
J. M. EDER 2) and J. PLENER 3) have drawn attention, the diffel'ences 
in E>ize and shape and the topographic situation of the grains, tbe 
normal copy -may be repl'esented as is sbown in cross section and 
graphically in fig. 1. 

Tbe shape of the image of a polarized copy might be l'epl'esented 
as indicated in fig. 2. I have found that this e:x.planation call1lot be 
H,pphed to a single photographic image, bnt it IS applicabie to chemi
graphic processes, catatypy and the sih'er-pigmentgum process. 

In the case of some polarized copies, as the counter-positive and 
-negative, a normal copy is developed first, the reduced silvel' haloid 
of which is dissolved and, aftel' a diffused exposure, redeveloped. 
Now a depth image originates (fig. 3). Owing to the diffused exposure 
the base of it, leaving aside slight diffel'ences in light abSOl'ption, 
will everywhere be about equally distant from the free surface. 

1) Drude. Annal. d. Phys. 1907; Ed. 22; S. 119. 
2) J. M. EDER, Handb. d. Phot. 1902 i Ed. lIl; S. 64. 

Phot. News. 1883; p. 8I. 
S) Phot. Korresp. 1882; S. 306. 

1* 
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According to the inrestigations of E. ENGJ,lSH Ir and J. M. EDl!;R 2) 
th ere are two images in the case of solarization. This question has 
not yet been satisfactorily cleal'ed up, and a certain amount of con
fusion prevail::; as to the disiribution of the nOl'mal anc! the polarizecl 
copy. 

If the time of exposure, resp. the light intensity is increased, the 
reducibleness of the silver haloid inc1'eases in depth, finally to such 
a degl'ee that provided the time of developmcnt be sufficient, the 
1'eduction extends to the glass, as is shown by the excellent micros
copie pl'eparations of W. SCHEl!'FER 3). If solarization sets in, it will 
first occur in the appal'ently most sensitive layers, i. e. those at the 
free SUl ,face ; consequently the reducibleness decreases from there, and 
on the time of exposure, resp. the intensity of the light being inrl'eased, 
it constantly extends further down. Thus an image is obtained as is 
graphicalJy shown by fig. 4, from which it is at once apparent t!tat 
the sola1'ized ima,qe is a n07'mal copy ancl a sU7jace image. Under 
this image th ere is a polarized copy of greate1' density wUh AB for 
its base and from there to the glass the1'e is a strip of fog, the den
sity of which depends on the thiclmess of the emulsion. -

That aftel' all, in the case of solarization, the copy appears polar
ized, is therefore owing to the normal copy being of less density 
than the po1arized one. It wiB, ho wever, more or 1ess 1'educe the 
contrasts and the wealth of detail. lt is consequently contl'ary to fact 
to unclerstancl pola7'ization by sola7'ization, as is alwaJls rlone. 

(In the figure the section of the soIarized image is indicated by 
finer granulation, which is meant to show that the density has been 
reduced in that portion). 

This at onee accounts tOl' the phenomenon occurring in the case 
of solarization of silvel' iodide gfj1ati.ne discovered by LÜPPO-ORAMER 1) 

1) Phys. Zeitschr. 1900; Ed. 2; S. 62. 
J. M. EDER, Jahrb. f. Phot. u. Repr. 1902; S. 79. 
Archiv. f. wiss. Phot. 1900; Ed. II; S. 260. 

2) Zeitschr. f. wiss. Phot. 1905; Bd. II; S. 340. 
J. M. EDER, Handb. d. Phot. 1906; Ed. Ij T. 2; S. 287. 
Sitzungsber. d. Kaiserl. Akad. d. Wiss. zu Wien. Mathem·Naturw. Klasse; Ed. 
aXIV; Abt. IIa; Juli 1905. 

S) J. M. EDER, Jahrb. f. Phot. u. Repr. 1907; S. 31. 

4) 1 cannot omit quoting this experiment, whieh so clearly confirms thc above : 
"Eine auffallende Erscheinung beobachtete ich endlich noch bei einem Solarisie

"nmgsversuch mit Jodsilbergelatine. Unter einem Negativ ergaben die Platten in 
"drei Sekunden bei difTusem Tageslicht cin ausexponiel'tes Bild. Eine scchs Stunden 
vJang unter demselben Negativ belichtete Platte schicn sich in Amidolpottasche, 
"in welcher sie neben der dl'ei Sekunden belichteten Platte entwickelt wurde, zuerst 
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and which points to the very rapid decrease in reducibleness of 
silver iodide when solal'ized. 

Il. A jew phenomena occw<ring with solarization accountecl j01' 
by considering the jorm of the irnage. 

From the form of the image in fig. 4 it appears how impregnation 
of the silver-haloid gelatine plate with bichromate before exposure 
may influenee the result obtained, whieh was pointed out by BOJJAS 1). 
J. M. Emm and G. PrZZmITEI,Lr ') attributed the result exelusively 
to hal'dening of the gelatine, by which development in the normal 
image is disturbed, and in wbieh solal'ization acts hardly any part. 
It is evident that this image in the hal'dened gelatine more or 1ess 
coaleseed with the solarized image, in pl'oportion to the strength 
of the biclu'omate solution employed, by which the development of 
the latter is sllppressed to a greater extent and the polarized copy 
appears richel' in contrast and detail. The fog, however, is nut done 
away with. 

While in the case of norma1 co pies the latter may be removed 
with FARMER'S reducel' 3), this treatment does not sueceed in the case 
of polarization. The slight dlifusion of this reducer discovered by 
W. SCHE~'FER 4), by whieh the action slowi)' progresses downwards 
from layer fo layer, at once accounts for this phenomenon. 

Of more significance to ou1' knowledge of the latent image is the 
so-called neutralization of solarizalion by retarded development. That 
the said phenomenon is l'egarded as sueh is only attributable to the 
ideas of solarization and of polarization being confounded. 

Development is retal'ded eithel' by deereasing the u.mount of alkali 

"gar nicht zu reduziercn, während das kurz exponielte schon in allen Einzelheiten 
"erwhienen war. Nach einiger Zeit merkt man in des, dass äuch auf der überbe
"lichtcten Plalte ein Bilcl vorbandcn ist, dasselbe sitzt nUt' in den tieferen Schichten 
"allerdipgs als norm:lles Diapositiv, d. h. noch l1lcht solnrisiert währelld in deL' 
"Aufsicht erst n.,ch längerer Entwicklung etwas zu sehen ist. Beim Fixieren merkt 
"man deutlicb, dass in de?" obersten Schicht dCI' lange belichteten Platte kein BiId 
"vorhanden ist, inJem nach kUl'zem Fixieren das Bikl auch in del' Aufsicht kräf
"tiger wird, offenhar weil das UnredJlierte Jodsilber del' obersten Schicht wegge
"nommen wird". (J. M. EDER, Jahrb. f. Phot. u. Repr. 1903; S. 4.6. Zeitschr. f. 
wiss. Phot. 1903; Bd. I; S. 17). 

1) J. IVI. EDER. Handb. cl. Phot. 1902; Bd. III; S. 115. 
Phot. News. 1880; Vol. 24; p. 304. 

2) J . .M. EDER. Handb. d. Phot. 1902. Bd. III j S. 115. 
S) J. M. EDER. Handb. d. Phot. 1902 Bd. III j S. 555. 
4) Brit. Journ, of Phot. 1906; p. 964. 

J. M. EDER. Jahrb. f. Phot. u. Repr. 1907; S. 26. 
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In the developer or by the addition of potassium bromide. That only 
the rapidity' of reaction of the developer is reduced, [ was able to 
aflcertain bi' the so-called neutralisation of solarization with a de
veloper (rodinal 1 in 10) at alowel' temperature. First a normal 
copy is developed, which when development is continued, turns into 
a polarized one. 

However, the normal copy obtained in this way, differs very 
much from an ol'dinary one. When viewed by light reflected at an 
angle, it is just in the dellsest portions that the surface is found to 
have the highest gloss; cOl1sequently here tlle g1'ains do not !ie 
against tlle surface. Aftel' the copy has changed into a polarized 
one, in wbich the polarized depth image predominates, the surface 
remains unchanged, and now shows the highest gloss in the clear 
portions. Oonsequently the surface image has not undel'gone a rever
sion of density pl'oportions, from which it follows that the 1w1'mal 
copy obtainecl by 1'etarcled development must be tlw solal'izecl image 1). 
This cannot be asc1,ibecl to a change of the sola1'ization, i.e. to a 
chan,qe in the substance of the sola1'izecl latent image. 

Oonsequently in the flul'face glass we have a means of aseertaining 
in the case of solal'ization, whethel' an agent reacis upon the 8ub
siance of the latent image Ol' upon the developlllent. Thus I c0111d 
ascertain inter alia, that chromic acid mentioned bJ' J. M. EDER 2) 
and ammonium persulphate l'eferl'ed to by K. SCIIAUM and W. BRAm!, 

which both exel'cise a hurdening inl1l1ence npon the gelatine, at tbe 
same time a,lso react l1pon the sl1ustance of the latent image in the 
case of solal'ization, by which it is l'educed to the substance of ihe 
ol'dinary latent image. 

UI. SABATIER'S pola1'ization. 

If during the development of a plate light is a,dmiited, three 
different phenomena may occur: 

j. lf a very slight amount of light is admitted, the plate in ihe 
developer shows au incl'ease of reducibleness. 

1) It stands to reason th at during the appearance of the normal copy in the 
developer, cOl1sequently befort~ polarization sets in, development of the non-solarized 
silver haloid in the lower layers may take place. Conscquently it is beller to say 
that the solarized image is only formed within a certain dcfinite time of developmcnt. 

2) Phot. Korresp. 1902; S. 647. 
J. M. EDER. Jahl'b. f. Phot. lt. Rep!'. 1903; S. 23. 
J. M. EDER. u. E. VALENTA. Beiträge ZUl' Photochemie. 1904; II; S. 168. 
J. M. EDER. Handb. d. Phot. 1903. Bd. Ill; S. 828. 

3) Phot. Mitt. 1902; S. 224. 
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2. If more light is admitted the image partIy disappears, and a 
more or less fogged plate is obtained with partly a normal and 
partly a polarized copy, whieh shows great resistance to further 

development. 
3. If still more light is admitted, the copy is polarized. 
This last phenomenon I cal1 SABATIER'S polal'ization. 
J. M. EDER 1) credits SABATlER with first obsel'ving it, and says 

thl1t SEELY gave thc following explanation of it: The beginning of 
the c1evelopment takes l\lace at the surface ; by the secondary expo
Slll'e this developing image is copied upon the silver haloid nnder
nel1tll it, and as this exposurc is more powerful than the first, the 
second image also develops more stl'ongly, and total polarization l'esults. 

:B'rom the experiments carl'ied out by me it appeared that the 
secondary exposure stopped the development of the surface image, 
for' by refleeted ligh t it was seen thai it did not increase in density 
any more, while total development of the whole surface might be 
expectecl. In order to ascertain to what extent the copying actión of 
tlle developing surface image is oparati ve in polarization, I etfected 
the secondary exposure, at the advice of P. H. EYKMAN, on the glass 
sicle of the plate. 

The exposed plate was developèd for a short lime, and just aftel' 
tlle appearance of the image it was, while still in the developër, 
covered with a piece of opaque, black paper, which was everywhel'e 
pressed tiglltly against the emulsion to prevent the forrnation of air
belis, from wllich uneven dev:elopment might arise, and then the 
glass side was exposed to direct day light. As the qllantity of developel' 
soakeu up by the paper was small and the temperature was below 
the normal one, thc plate, to save time, was put in the developer 
again in the dark room, great care being taken to pre vent light 
ti'om reaching the front of the plate. Aftel' tixation- a polarized copy 
appeared. 

This shows that the copying of the deyeloping image at most acts 
a very secol1clary part in the appearance of polarization. 

The latter can only be ascribed to the further development of the 
surface image being stopped, aud to the rerlucibleness of the silvel' 
haloid llllderneath it being incl'eased. COllsequentIy here aga,in two 
images are formed, one under the oiher: at tl1e top a normal copy 
of little density, alld nnder it a polarized one of greater density, 
c01'l'esponding to that of the polarized copy in fig. 3 in the case of 
solarization. 

1) J. M. EDER Handb d. not. 1898 j Bd. Ir j S. 82. 
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The similarity between SABA'l'IER'S pola,rization and solarlzation is 
so great, th at R. LYLE 1) attributed the phenomenon mentioned sub 2 
to the first zero condition of JANSSEN'S periodicities of solarization being 
l'eached 2). In one of my experiments it appeared to me that this 
similarity only existed in so far as no image was to be observed. 
The first zero condition is characterised by the maximum of density 
obtainable, whilst the plate in question remained very thin. Oonse
quently the cause of the disappearance of the Image cannot lie in this. 

By transmitted light, too, the plale does not show polarization in 
the portions exposed most intensively by the primary exposure, 
but in the portlons th at received the smallest amount of light. 
(Therefol'e SABATIER'S polarization cannot be ascrlbed to solarization). 
It is easy 10 undel'stand that the relative liminal value of alowel' 
layer is first reached in those portlOns where the absorption of the 
surface Image is the least, and where th is layer, at the same time, 
is sitllated nearest to the free surface. So in this case the copying 
qnality of the surface image exel'cises its influenre. 

IV. Herschel' s effect. 

By HERSOHEL'S effect I understand polarization by double exposure. 
It dlffers from polarization by solarization in that much smaller 
amount& of light-energy are sufficient to produce it, and in the 
l'educibleness of the primarily exposed silver haloid decl'easing at 

( 

once on a secondary exposure. 
The dumtlOn of the primary exposure must always exceed the 

liminal valne of the plale. Aftel' the secondary exposure bas exceecled 
a certain maximum (the critical exposure), the plate shows a normal 
copy again. The valne of the critical exposure depends entirely on 
the primary exposure. This has led to the so-called OLAYDEN'S effect 3) 
(black lightning) being looked upon as a new phenomenon of the 
photographic plare. 

The first observation dates from 1839, and was made by J. HERSCHEL, 
who stated that the red and the yellow rays of the spectrum cOllld 

1) Phot. Centralbl. Hl02, S. 146. 
2) Compt. rend. 1880: T. 90j p. 1447. T. 91 j p. 199. 

Momteur de la Phot. 1880j p. 114. 
Beibl. z. d. Annal. d. Phys. u. Chem 1880; S. 615. 
J. M. EDER, Handb. d. Hot. Hl06; Bd. I; T. 2; S. 306 189S,Bd.I1jS.78. 
J. M. EDER, Jahrb. f. Phot. u. Repr. 1894; S. 378. 

B) J. M. EDER. Jabrb. f. Phot. u. Repr. 1901 j S. 610. 
Camera Obscura. 1901 j bldz. 513. 
J. M. EDER. Handb. d. Pbot. 1906 j Ed. Ij T. 2 j S. 312. 

1903 j Ed. III j S. 834. 
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destroy the latent image of ·the blue and violet ones. At the same 
time a change in the rIegree of colour sensitiveness was ascertained. 
This was confirmed by CLAUDET 1), H. W. VOGEL 2), W. AUNEY 3), 
P. VILLARD 4) and R. W. WOOD ö). E. ENGLfSOa 6), H. W. VOGEL and 
W. ABNEY, hovvever, considered this phenomenon to be solarization. 
An experiment pllblished by P. VILLARD clearly shows that in the 
case of very advanced exposUl'es the critical exposure does not appeal' 
any more, and the whole phenomenoll coalesces with solarization. 
The highest sensitiveness of the plate is manifested towards red, the 

lowest to green. 
WARNERKE I) observed HERSOHET:S effect in images obtamed by print

ing, and P. VILLARD, R. W. WOOD, R. LUTHER and W. A. USOHKOF],8) 
with Rontgell rays in the case of primary exposure. At the same 
time they demonstrated that the phenomenon did not appeal' if these 
exposUl'es were reversed. 

J. STERRY 0) commllJlicated another variety, viz. that certain kinds 
of chemical fog can be neutrahzed by weak light. 

Some time ago one of my friends showed me a few camera 
exposUl'es on EASTMAN films 10), which I recognized as the phenomenon 
observed by J. STERRY. They had been exposed once, but had been 
in the camera for about 3 years wlthout any precautions having 
been taken except that light had been prevented from reaching them. 
Consequently in this case the d1ffused exposure had been replaced 
by a chemical process of analysis, which had acted similarly, and 
had been exel'cised upon the silvel' bromide by the vapours given 
off by the celluloid, which had been diffused in the silver bromide 
gelatine. 

FIg. 5 is an ~utdoor subject; 1t had a short exposure and shows 
various abnormalities. Nea1'ly the whole copy is polarizeu, with the 
exception of the sky near a, wh ere the critical exposure had been 
exceeded. The dogs in the foregl'ound, l'eflecting the greatest amount 
of lIght the1'e, show the beguming of the fOl'mation of a norrnal copy, 

1) Annal. d. Chimie et de Phys. 1848; 3e série; T. XXII. 
2) H. W. VOGEL. Handb. d Phot. 18901; Ed. I; S. 221. 
.1) Phot. Arcluv. 1881; S. 120. 
4) Soc. d'encourag. pour l'lndustrie natioD. Extl'. d. BuUetin; Nov. 1899. 
5) Astrophys. Journ. 1903; Vol. XVII; p. 361. 
6) J. M. EDER. Jahrb f. Phot. u. Repr. 1902; S. 73. 
7) Phot. Arch. 1881; S. 120. 
8) Phys. Zeitschr. 1903; S. 866. 
D) This paper I only know fl'om a resumé in J. M. EDER. Jahrb. f. Phot. u. 

Repr. 1903; S. 425. 
10) The le~s of the camera was a slowaplanat, and was used with fuU opening 

for the mtel'lor; for the outdoor exposure it was stopped down. 
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and so do the shou1del's of the female figul'e to the l'ight, owing to 
which especially the 1eft shou1der shows a ialse relief. Oonsequen lly 
the critical exposure is reached aftel' the greatest transparency of the 
image has been obtained. 

Between these beginnings of a nOl~mal copy and the polari7.ed C0py 
there is a clear strip, which is narrower where the exposure has been 
stronger. The dog to the 10ft shows gl'flater density of the normal 
copy than tlte Ol1e to the right, where the bright strip is bróader. 
This strip OCCUl'S in the brighter parts in a manncr that is the exact 
opposite of the way it occnrs round the outlines of the leaves of the 

-tree and of the bare tl'unk in the ba~kground; a f8W shoots are 
even quite white. Here Ihe strips are fOllnd in the dal'kest parts, and 
decrease in width towards the l'ight of the tree top, l'ound whieh a 
smaller light intensity has been aetive. 

The wall was more strongly lighted to the left tha.n 10 the right, 
and appears slightly darker there, but still it remains polal'ized, whieh 
is easier to see in tlle original film than in the l'eprodnction. The 
left side of the tree top shows more halation than the l'ight, while 
no halation whatever is to be seen in the part of the sky near a, 
which was subject to the action of light wUh grea,ter contl'asts. Here, 
howevel', one would have expected that ha,lation would have acted 
in the opposite direction, viz. not deC'reasing in density in the darkest 
portions, but incl'easing in the lightel' ones. 

The comparatively slight density of the sky neal' a is striking, and 
::;0 is the low colour sensitiveness to green (grass and foliage), while 
the dark blond and dark browl1 hair of the two female figllres show 
astrongel' action of the light, which can be seen better in the original 
copy. The wnll in the background is white, so that here the 
colour sensitiveness to the red of the bricks calmot be ascertained 

Fig. 6 renders the critical exposl1l'e still more strikingly. It repre
sents an interiOl' ; the film was exposed a few seconds, and shows 
every object in the room polarized, even a large portion of the 
halation owing to the light from the left window. What is seen olltside 
through the windows has been copied lIo1'mally; here, consequently 
the critical exposure has been exC'eeded. The halation has parily made 
the lead setting of the colourcd glass appeal' nOl'lnu.1 again, while to 
anot11e1' portion it has given g)'eater dcnsity owing (0 the action of 
the light being stronger. A large part of the l'ight half nnd a smaller 
part of the left bottom sectioll show differences in density, which 
must be ascribed to uneven actiol1 of the chemical l'eactiuns during 
the time the film was kept. Fig. 5 also shows this, but in a slighter 
degrée; here, howevel', it is less noticeable on account of the wealth 
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of detail of the image. Tbe action being slighter to the rîght, the 
images are seen to be thinner arcol'dingly. 

The same thing is to be observed in a Röntgenogram placed at 
my disposal by P. H. EYKMAN. The plate was exposed to Röntgen 
rays with a so-called intensifieation screen (calcinm wolframate Rereen), 
and laid asiele some time before development. Oalcium wolframate 
postluminesees 1) . owing to which a plate is consequently further 
exposed. The objects photographed with Röntgen rays were a pieee 
of bone, a piece of thin and a pieee of thickel', insulated copper 
wire. I-1'ig. 7 gives a reproduction of the negative. The places ofthe 
thin copper wil'e show development of the silvel' uromide which is 
nearly as strong as in the field, whe]'e the Röntgen rays and the 
luminesrence togethel' bave acteel most strongly .. A narrow strip 
along the edge indicates how far tbe screen covered the plate; con
sequently tltere onIy the R. rays have acted. The place of the thin 
coppel' wire does not show a tl'ace of development there; conse
quently the exposure l'emained below the liminal value. 

The devo10pment of tbis p1aee cannot be put down to irraeliation 
through the screen; in that case the same thing wou1c1 have to be observed 
in the case of the thick copper wire and the edge of the screen, 
COl1sequently the R l'ays m11st l'eaJly have acted in such a way in 
thai p1ace, that the screen lnminesced and this acted upon the 
si1ver bromide, while the exposure to R. 1'ays remained below the 
liminal value. 

P.H.EYKlIfAN a1so showed me a negative in the case ofwhichthe 
screen i;'tfter il'raditttion had only been bronght into contact 'with an 
unexposed plate). It showed a VetT (hin image, ft'om which it follows 
that the s(rongest action of tbe SCreen takes place immediately aftel' 
the transforrnation of tbe absol'bed Röntgen energy. Oonsequently if 
in the case of a röntgenogram with a calcium walframate screen 
the action of the R. mys could be pl'evented, much shorter exposures 
WOllld be snfticient ta pl.·oduce a good image. Hltherto th is has 
pl'oved to be impossible. 

Another fact important fol' OUl' knowledge of the latent image 
may be gatbered from fig 6. Tbe right bottom corner shows th at 
the thinner the fog of diffused exposure becomes, the thinner also 
tbe polm'ized copy is. From this ii follows that in the case of secon
dal'y e,",poSUl'e tlte liminal value is Zowel' than in tlte case of p1'i-
1na1'.l! expósU1'e, i.e. tlte mnount of liyltt necessal'y t(} effect the begin-

1) Fortschr. a. d. Geb. d. R·Str. 1901; Bd. IV; S. 180. 
2) The calcium wolframate screen was exposed to the R rays at the same 

time as the negative of Fig. 7. 
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ning oJ a decrease in reducibleness is smaller than is necessary lor 
a beginning of an increase of this power with tlle original condition 
of tlw silve1' bromide. 

V. The theory of the latent image. 

In the case of the theory of 1he latent image two facts have to 
" be observed, which are directly connected with each other: 

1. The action of the light upon the silver haloids; 
2. The physical or the physieal and chemical changes in the silvel' 

haloid l'esuliing from this action. 
rbe theory proper of the latent image is only l'estricted to the 

latter, consequently comprises only secondary phenomena. Of all 
the theories enunciated, only the subhaloid theory of CHOISELAT and 
RATElJ 1) has maintained itself, especially owing to the subsequent 
investigations of M. OARRY LEA 2), H. Wmss 3), J. M. EDER 4), and 
othe1's. While J. M. EDER &) looks upon silvel' subhaloid as a 
molecular compound, lVI. OAREY LEA 6), E. BAUER 7), L. GUNTHER 8), 
and LUFPO-ORAMER 9), consldel' it an absorption comp·ound of colloidal 
sil ver and sil ver haloid, th us pra.ctically maintaining ARAGO'S oid 
silvel'-germ theory in a new shape. However, it is imposslble yet to 
point out a single fact in photogl'aphy from which it appears which 
of these two theories is to be preferred ; all chemicnl reactions on 
the latent image might be accounted for by eithel' theo1'y and 

1) Compt. rend. 1843: T. 16; Nr. 25. 

" " '1 T. 17; Nr. 4. 
J. M. EDER. Handb. d. Phot. 1898; Bd. 1I; S. 111. 

2) Americ. Journ of Science. 1887; Vol. 33; p. 349. 
Phot. Korresp. 1887; S. 287, 344 u. 371. 

8) Zeitschr. f. phys. Ohemie 1905; Bd. 54; S. 305. 
Chem. CentralbI. 1906; Bd. I; S. 807. 
J. M. EDER. Jahrb. f. Phot. u. Repr. 1906; S. 473. 

4) Sitzungsber. d kaiserl. Akad. d WISS. zu Wien. Malhem ·naturw. Klasse. 
Bd. CXIV; Abt. Ha; JulI 1905. 

Zeitschr. f. wiss. Phot 1905; Bd lIl; S. 329. 
J. M. EDER. Handb d. Phot. 1906; Bd. I; T. 2; S. 277. 
Phot. Korresp. 1905; S. 425 u. 476. 

" " 1906; S. 81, 134, 181 u. 231. 
" " 1907; S. 79. 

6) See note 4. 
6) See no te 2~ 
7) Zeitschr. f. phys, Chemie. Bd. 45; S. 618. 
B) Abhand. d. naturk. Ges. Nurnberg. 1904; Bd. 15; S. ~6. 
9) Phot. Korresp. 1906 u. 1907. 

Luppo CRAMER. Photogr. Probleme. 1907; S. 193. 
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neither of them has hitherto afforded a definite explanation of the 
various photographic phenomena. 

As tbe photo-chemical process of analysis upon the silver ha10id 
is on1y characterized by a continuous reduction process, it is quite 
natural to assume this a1so in the cases of the solarized latent image 
Still there are a few phenomena which seem to contradiet tltis. 

Thns Vvo ABNEY 1) assumed the formation of an oxybl'omide, and 
founded this assumption on the fact observed that potassium bichro
mate and potassium permanganate, perhydro1 and a few anorganic 
acids promote solal'ization. The anti-solarizing action, a1so pointed 
out by him, of reducing agents, like pyrogallol, ferrous sulphate, 
ferrocyanide of potasium, nitrites, and sulphites, has on1y been judged 
from the appearance or non-appearance of polarization, and may be 
entire1y l'educed to retarded development. 

Lüppo - CRAMER 2) considers the oxidation theory of soIal'ization 
absurd. He points to the solarization of the plate even if no oxygen 
is admitted, and to the circumstance that all the agents that prevent 
solarization, are - halogen-absorbing substances. As a characteristic 
example he mentions silver nitrate, the anti-solarizing action of which 
is, arcording to him, to be ascribed to halogen-absorption, not to 
oxidation, and considers this action analogous to that of nitrites, 
sl1lphites and hydroquinone. 

This view is at variance with his critici sm of the oxidation theory, 
in which he also points to the rontinl1Ous loss of halogen in the 
case of continl1ed exposure of the silvel' haloid, and to his obser
vation that a bromide s~lution countel'acts solarization, and may even 
entirely neutralize-the latent image 3

). Consequently halo.qen-abs01'ption 
nmst promote solm'ization. The promotion of solarization mentioned 
by W. ABNEY, and referred to above is not to be ascribed to oxida
tion, but to halogen absorption. 

That oxidation of the Rubstance of the latent image neutralizes 
so1ari~ation, has been ascertained by J. M. EDER 4) with his chromic 
acid reaction, and by K. SCHAUM and W. BRAUN 6

) with their ammo
nium persu1phate reaction. That in this case we rea11y have not the 

1) Proc. Roy. Soc. 1873 j Vol. 27 j p. 291 a. 451. 
2) LÛPPO-CRAMER. Ph ot. ProbIerne. 1907 j S. 138. 

S) J. M. EDER, Jahrb. f. Phot. u. Repr. 1902; S. 481. 
4) Phot. Korresp. 1902 S. 647. 

J. M. EDER, Jahl'b. f Phot. u. Repr. 1903; S. 23. 
J. M. EDER, u. E. VALENTA, Beiträge ZUl' Photochemie. 1904; Il; S. 618. 
J. \1. EDER, Handb. d. Phot. 1903; Bd. UI; S. 828. 

5) Phot. Mitt. 1902; S. 224, 
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phenomenon of l'etal'ded development I cOllld obsel've through the 
formation of a dull sUl'face image. FUl'ther LUPPO-CRAMER I) pl'oved 
that the silver subhaloid of POITl!1VIN 's photoehromics undergoes 
regression to silvel' haloid by oxida_tion. J. M. Emm~) described the 
same thing in his invebtigations of the latent image with the nih'ic 
acid reaction. 

Quite a different VIew of the progl'essive pllOtochemical analysis 
of silver haloids, was given by H. LUGGIN 3). He stated that in the 
case of more intensive exposure, also a proportionately gl'eatel' 
amount of fOl'med sllver haloid, under the influence of the increasing 
halogen pl'essure takes from the sil ver haloid the power of afrording 
germ-points for the deposit of metal, and that consequently halogen
absol'bents tchemicaI sensitizers) would be the best means of keeping 
the halogen pressul'e as 10w as posslble, and so of pl'eventing solari
zation. Consequently he considers solarization as a phenomenon con
sisting in the prevention of germ-fol'mation. His statement: "The 
beginning of solarization may often be obviated by selecting smaller 
stops and increasing the expobure accordmgly," is confirmed in tlle 
case of sil ver iodide gelatine 4). , 

Still this proposition that halogen absorption prevents solarization 
is at variance with what goes before. I have therefore investigated 
this matter more closely. 

Silver haloid is decomposed by the action of light, but a polished 
silvel' bar exposed in the light to halogen vapours, at once combines 
with it to form halogen silver. Consequently in the presence of au 
excess of halogen the silver halOld is not decornposed. 

A highly sensitive sil ver bromide gelatine plate, w hich "ras partly 
coated with collodion, was exposed to direct day light. It was observed 
that the photo-chemical decompOsltIOJl under the collodIOn l'emained 
considerably behind th at of the free surface, and had not even 
increased appreciably aftel' an exposure of several weeks. The violet 
brown discoloUl'atIOl1 appeal'ed onIy at the free sUl'face, and could be 

, removed by the plate being rubbed cal'efully. Aplate, exposed at the same 
time on the glass side, also showed retardation as to the photo
chemical decomposition pl'ocess, and against the gIass lbe silver 
bromide seemingly remained unaltered. Consequently the fact thaL 
halogen prevents diffusion countemcts decomposition. In the case of 

1) Phot. Korresp. 1907; S. 439. 
!I) See note 4, p. 
S) J. M. EDER, Jahrb. f. Phot. u. Repr. 1898; S. 162. 
4) J. M. EDER, Handb. d. Phot. 1906. Bd. I; T. 2; S. 309. 

LtiPPO,CRAMER, Phot. Probleme. 1907 i S 152. 
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an excess of libel'ateu halogen the opposite reaction takes place, which 
is quite in accordance with the regression of the latent image by 
a bromide solution in 1he case of silver bromide, as found by 

LUPPO-ORAJ\IER. 
The diffusion of liberated halogen wiJl al ways take place in a 

smaller de~l'ee in the series chlorin€', bromine, iodine, on account of 
the atomie weight rising. 

H. LUGGIN'S rule must, therefore, be modified to the effect that in 
the case of a certain definite light intensity the progl'essive and 
l'egressive redtlction get into a condition of equilibrium, which is 
only got over by a loss of halogen (absorption by the chemical 
sensitizer aud diffusion). 

The same thing was said in other words before now by J. PRECHT 1), 
but on the ground of the appearance of solarization. 

With this modified proposition of H. LUGGIN the deviations 2) from 
R BUNSEN'S and H. ROSCOE'S reciprocity rule 3) can be accounted for, 
to which also belong the phenomena in the case of silver iodide 
gelatine jue.t mentioned. 

The lmowledge of the latent image is arrived at by development. 
While the exposure causes decomposition of the silver haloid accom
paniecl by a quantttative increase in silver subhaloid, a decrease of 
reducibleness appears during development aftel' a certain maximum 
of exposure. The solarization phenomenon is, therefore, a clevelopment 
phenomenon in the sense that developrnent, owing to the modified 
properties of the latent image, shows a change. 

Oonsequently in order to account for solarization a knowledge of 
the nature of development is requisite. Without it solarization remàins 
an unsolvable problem. 

Two methods of development are distinguished: The physical and 
the chemical method 1). PhysicaJ development is characterized by a 
deposit of a reduced silvel' compound from the developer on the 
exposed sll ver haloid; chemical development by reduction of the 
exposed silver halogen itself. 

1) Zeitschr. f. wiss. Phot. 1905. Bd. m; S. 75. 
2) J. M. EDER, Handb. d. Phot. 1906; ,Bd. I; T. 2; S. 48 u. 49. 

1902; Bd. III; S. 228. 
" " " 1898; Bd. U; S. 3 u. 5. 

Phot. Mitt. 1890; S. 261. 
Proc. Roy. Soc. 1893; Vol. 54; p. 143. 

3) POGGENDORF Annal. d. Phys. 1862, Bd. 117; S. 538. 
4) J. M. EDER, Handb. d. Phot. 1898; Bd. Uj S. 29. 

" 1906; Bd. I; T. 2; S. 250. 
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By W. OSTWALD 1), K. SOHAUM and W. BRAUN~) it was 'supposed 
that the reduction of the silver bromide with chemical development 
was in the iÏrst in stance brought abont by a minimum amount of 
silver bromide dissolving as positive silver- and negative haloid-ion, 
aftel' which the redueed substance was precipitated upon the germs. 
LÜPPO-CRAMER 3) succeeded in showing that a number of developing 
processes which were formerly 1001red upon as being purely chemical 
in their nature, not only in l'eality proceed physically, but that 
every chemical development is also partIy of a physical character. 
W. SCHEF~'ER 4) was the nrst to show by a microscopical investigation 
that the entil'e chemical development is physical iu its nature, Le. 
it is bronght about by molecular attraction between the photo
chemically l'edured silvet' haloid, the germ, and the reduced feeding
substance. This, consequently, accounts for the altered stl'l1cture of 
the exposed silver bromide gelatine plate before and aftel' development G). 

Still the development of the photographic plate by the so-called 
chemical method really shows a difference from the physical method. 
LÜl'PO-ORAMER6

) 8ucceeded in demonstl'ating th at the substance ofthe 
image in the rase of a negative developed by the so-called chemical 
method, still contained bromine by the si de of ol'dinary silvel', which 
bromine he supposed to be a constant solution of silver in silver 
bromide. Fl'om this he infers that during the development, beside 
the siIver another intel'mediate product must originate. It is only 
natural to assume, on the analogy of the reduction process of the 
silver haloid to silver th:cough sl1bhaloid, that also in the case of 
so-c~l1ed chemical development the reduction takes place in the same 
way. Thns it appears that between chemical and physical develop
ment there is only this difference that the former keeps the subhaloid 
in solution with more difnculty than the Iatter, owing to which 
perfect reduction cannot take place. This at the same time accounts 

1) W. OSTWALD. Lehrb. d. allgem. Chemie. 1893; Bd. 2; S. 1078 
2) J. M. EDER. Jahrb. f. Fhot. u. Repr. 1902; S. 476. 

Phot. Milt. 1902; S. 229. 
S) LÜPPO-CRAMER. Phot. Probleme 1907. S. 159. 
4) Phot. Rundschau 1907; S. 142. 

Phot. Korresp. 1907; S. 384. 

5). S. E. SHEPPARD and C. E. K. MEE9. (Zeitsch. f. wiss. Phot. 1905; Bd. Ill; 
S. 355) consider V. BELLAca's observation that the size of the gram of the 
developed image decreases during lhe drying of the emulsion, to be in accordance 
with G. QUINCKE'S foam-structure t11eory of tbe silver 11aloid grains which, according 
to him, contain gelatine. The non-coalescence of the exposed with the developed 
grain shows the incorrectness of this view. 

6) Phot. Korresp. 1905 S 319, , 
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for the fact that the image developed with certain developers loses 
density in the fixing bath; th is loss of density is analogous to what 
is observed in the case of P. O. P. papers witll silver chloride. 

'rhis further explains another apparent contradiction. While with 
silver chloride alowel' and with silvel' bromide a higher degl'ee of 
sensitiveness to light is observed, in other words, while quantitatively 
the same photochemic decomposition of silver bromide takes place 
with I~ss absorption of light energy than in the case of silver chloride 
the exact opposite is seen to take place with the increase in density 
during development, which has been pointed out by H. and R. E. 
LmSEGANG 1), KÖNIG 9) and LÜPPO-CRAMER 3). Considering that silver 
chloride possésses a high~r soll1bility, resp. has the power of bringing 
a greater number of ions into solution than silvel' bromide, it js 
easy to understand that quantitatively reduction can take place in a 
larger measure per unit of time, notwithstanding 8ilver chloride 
is a more constant compound than silver bromide. 

With silver iodide the same thing is observed still better. The 
reducibleness, resp. solubility is still less in this case, which has of ten 
occasioned the un.justified conclusion, that silver iodide is less sensitive 
to light than silver bromide, while the exact opposite is observed in 
the case of dagu~rreotypy and the wet collodion process, sin ce here 
the feeding substance for development is introduced from without. 
Accordingly LÜPPO-CRAMER could nse with silver iodide developers 
Iike amidol potassium carbonate, triamidophenol, diamidoresorcin, 
and triamidoresorcin, which show a far too great rapidity of reaction 
for silver bromide plates. 

The higher sensitiveness of silver iodide-bromide plates as compared 
with silve1' bromide plates, owing to which more detail can be obtained 
in the darkest parts of the image, may therefore be ascribed to the 
more rapid formation of germs in the case of silver iodide, ~hile the 
silvel' bromide serves as feeding substance for the developer. This further 
appears from the optical sensitizing of sil ver iodide-bromide plates. 

While silver bromide can easily be made colonr sensitive, this is 
not the case with silver iodide,- which has been pointed out by 
J. M. EDER 4), LÜPPO-ORAMER 6), and others. Still bath may be dved -------- . 

1) Phot. Mitt. 1901; S. 362. 
Phot. Wochenbl. 1901; S. 405 . 
• T. M. EDER. Jabrb. f. Phot. u. Repr. 1902· S 572 

2) Phot. Korresp. 1903 j S. 14. ,.. 
S) J. M. EDER. Jahrb. f. Phot. u. Repr. 1903; S. 401. 
~) J. M; EDER. Handb. d. Phot. 1906; Bd. I; T. 2; S. 269. 
) J. M. EDER. Jahrb. f. Phot. u. Repr. 1903; S. 46. 

• 11 • ft n n n ft 1904 j S. 390. 
Zeltschr. f. W1SS. Phot. 1903; Bd. I; S. 17. 

Proceedings Roya! Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XI. 
2 
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by optical sensitizers, but in this case the sIlver iodide-bromide plate 
behaves more like a silver iodide plate. 

At the 79 th German Physical and MedicalOongress held in Dresden 
in 1907 W. SCHEFFER 1) communicated a_ solarization tbeory fonnded 
upon his microscopic investigations 2), which explains solarizatioll in 
quite a simple way. 

When the exposed sil ver bromide gelatine plate is being devE'loped 
certain grains ("Ausgangskórner") send ont germs, upon which tlÎe 
reduced substance is deposited, because other graius ("Nahrkórner", 
formerly cal1ed "Lósungskbrner") are dlssolved in the developer and 
cause the growth of the germs. In an overexposed emu1sion too 
many germ-producing grains "explode", and an insufiicient number 
of "feeding" grains remain, so that no image of sufficient density 
can be formeel. Oonsequent1y this theory is founded u pon the tl'ansition 
of "feeding" grains into germ-producing on es by exposure, or rather 
of si1vel' ha10id into silver subhaloid. 

This theory Call110t be reconciled to the fact found by J. STERRY 3), 
J. M. EDER 4) and LUPPO-ORAMER 6), that solarization can a1so appeal' 
with primary fixation, for in th1S case the feeding substance is sup
plied from without. The same holds good with regal'd to daguer-
reotypy. . 

B. HOMOLKA'S solarization theory 6): "In the decrease of the amount 
of sil ver bromide I recog nize the primary canse of solarization", is 
irreconcilable to the above, not to mention the circnmstance that 
these two theories Call1lOt explain the second reyersion of solarization, 
and cannot account for the fact that even with the strongest Over
exposlll'es an excess of silver haloid, i. e. of feeding substance, can be 
proved to be still present in the emulsion. 

From the solarizatioll with primary fixation it the1'efore appears, 
that the silver haloid germ Ioses this germinating property on further 
exposure, i. e. throngh the continued photochemical decomposition it 
has passed into another subhaloid containing less halogen, which 
PQssesses no germinative property. O. WIENER 7) proved the possibility 
of the existence of more subhaloids. IJet us caU the first the a-silver 
subhaloid and the second the j1-sil ver subhaloid. 

1) Phot. Korresp. 1907; S. 487. 
2) Ph ot. Rundschau. 1907 j S. 65 u. 142. 

Phot. Korresp. 1907. S. 233 u 384. 
8). J. M. EDER. Jahlb. f. Phot. u. Repr. 1899; S. 289. 
4) J. M. EDER. Handb. d. Pilot. 1906; Bd. Ij T. 2 j S. 312. 
5) LÜPPO·CRAMER. Phot. Probleme, 1907 j S. 150. 
6) Phot. Korresp, 1907 j S. 168. 
7) J. M. EDER. Jahrb. f. Phot. u. Repr. 1896 j S. 55. 
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The reappeara.nce of reducibleness in the case of continued exposure, 
the so·ca.llcd second reversion of sola.rization might then again be 
attribllied to a newly formed y-sil\'er subhaloid, or, as the thil'd 
l'e\Tel'sion has not been observed, to a metallic silvel' germ or what 

is a180 possible, to both. 
It must be emphasized at the very outset, that it is by no means 

impossible that before the a-silver subhaloid one or more othel' sub
haloids, richel' in halogen, are formed, which possess no germinative 
property, fol' a primary exposure below the liminal ,a1ue of the 
plate points to photochernical decompositions . taking place through 
the occurl'ence of anto-sensitizing 1), so th at the liminal value Cltnnot 
be considered idenhcal with the photochemical ll1duction. Nor must 
in be inferred from the above that the a- or the j1-silver subhaloid 
does not consist of more than one silver subhaloid. 

Oonsequently it appears from all this that sensitiveness to light 
and reducibleness mu&t on no account be identified, as is generally 
done. 

The untenableness of the existing theories of HERSCIIEL'S effect by 
OLAUDET, P. VILLARD, R. W, WOOD anel WARNERKE is accoul1ted for 
by this fauIty identifictl.tion of l'educibleness with sensitiveness, 

For t11e appearance of HERSUHEL'S effect it is necessal'y that the 
primary exposure should exceed the liminal value of the p]ate, Oon
sequently a-silver subhaloid must have been fOl'med. 

That by the secondary exposure a l'egressive reaction occurs 
bet\veen the a-sil ver subhaloid a.nel ha.logen, cannot be assumed, 
because in the case of prolongecl exposures HERSCIIEL'S effect coalesces 
with sola.l'iza.tioll. in connection with which the forma.tion of the 
j1-silvel' subha.loicl without germmative pl'operty has a1ready been 
stated. The expel'iments of W. ABNEY mentioned above, also prove 
tbat halogen absol'ption promotes the phenomenon. Oonsequently 
the seconual'y exposure acts in such a way that the a-silvel' sub
ha.loicl formeel photochemically by the first exposure is reduced to 
j1-Rilvel' subhaloid 1110re mpidly tlmn it has been possible for an 
equal q~tantity of a-silvel' subha.!oiel to be formed a.fresh. (In this 
case it ma.y happen that the sil ver subha.loid has alreaely entirely 
been photochemica.lly dissolveel, before the silver haloid has been 
able to sllpply it). This appears fi'om lhe c1iscussion of fig. 6. The 
photochemical indLlction of the a-silvel' sllbhaloiel is, therefore, lower 

~) Vide: J. M. EDER. System der Sensitometl'ie phot. Platten. Sitzungsber. d. 
kals. Akad. d. WlSS. in Wlen 18\:J9; Ua; Bd. 108; S. 1407. J. M. EDER U. E 
YALENTA. Beitrage z. Photochemie. 1904; Bd. Il; S. 48. 

2* 
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than the liminal val ue of the silver haloid. Consequently the a-siTver 
suMaloiel is a substance of g1'eater sensitiveness to light than the 
silvel' haloiel. 

If with the secondary exposure the amount of ct sil \'er subhaloid 
" originally present is exceeded, a nOl'mal copy is obtained again. The 

critical exposure, therefore, ia that becondary exposnre by which the 
same amount of a silver subhaloid is formed as was present aftel' 
the primal'Y exposure. So the best gl'adation of the polarized ,copy 
in the case of HERSCll1!1L'S effect is obtained, if lowel' light intensities 
are employed, as is s~own by experiments. 

The amended proposition of H. LUGGIN states that with a certain 
definite light intensity the progl'essive and the l'egl'essive l'eactio~ 
in the sil ver haIoid arrive at a state of equihbrium, if the liberated 
halogen is not removed. This l'emoval of halogen, either by diffusion 
or by chemical sensitizers, is therefore of paramount inflnence upon 
the origination of HERSCllEL'S effect. Consequently the most successful 
experiment is obtained with an emulsion which immediatelyabsOl'bs 
the liberated halogen, or what is better even, if between the primary 
and the secondary exposure the plate is put aside for a considerable 
time, by which the liberated halogen is diffused out of the emulsion. 
It is still sÎlnpler to treat the plate aftel' the primary exposure with 
ahalogen absol'bent, as was done by W. ABNEY, and we therefore 
regard judson bIue, mentiolled by H. W. VOGEL 1) as a substance 
probably behaving analogously. 

Thel'efore the direct decomposition of the silvel' haloid by reducel's 
as in the case of J. SERRY'S experiments and tig . .5 and 6, in which 
the liberated halogen enters into combination, acts so favourably 
up on HERSCHEI:tl effect. 

This makes P. VILLARD'S statement cleal' that not all emulsions 
are equally suitable fOl' experiment, as in the val'ious emulsions 
thel'e are different chemical sensitizers (both in quality and in quantity). 

At the same time the nature of the phenomena in the case of 
intermittent exposure becQInes clearer now. 

That the effect of development upon silvel' bromide gelatine (but 
not necessal'ily the photochemical decomposition) is always slightly 
less than with a continuous exposure of the same duration was 
observed by W. ABNEY~), K. SCHWARZSCHIW 3

), and,othel's. Many 

1) H. W. VOGEL. Handb. d. Phot. 1890j Bd. Ij S. 221. 
2) Photography 1893; p. 682. 

Phot. Archiv. 1893- S. 339. 
J. M. EDER. Jahrb. f. Phot. n. Repr. 1894 j S. 373. 

&) Phot. Korresp. 1899 j S. 171. 
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beginners in photography have observed the same thing when having 
made two exposUl'es of diff~rent objects on the same plate. In this 
case it is easy to observe that not the sum of the two images is 
obtained, but that in one place one object dominates, in another 
place the other o~jert. 

According to K. SCHWARZSCHlW the resu1t in the case of the 
exposure being intermittent depends, inter alia, upon the relation 
bet ween the interval and the duration of the separate exposures; 
tlte longer the interval the better opportunity the halogen has of 
escaping by diifllsion, or of being absorbed by a chemica1 sensitizer, 
and the more readily the next exposLll'e will photochemically 
decompose the ct siIver subhaloid germ, which is more sensitive to 
light than the si1ver haloid, into {1 si1ver subhaloid and halogen, 
owing to whicn the resuIt of development, apart fi'om the photo
chemical indllction which is t<? be exceeded again, will remain below 
the Sllm of the cumponents. 

The difference in sensitiveness to light between silver haloid and 
the a silve)' sllbhaloid appear'3, accol'ding to the above experiments, 
to depend largely up on the kind of light with the seconday exposure. 
The less sensitive the silver haloid and the more sensitive the a 
silver subhaloid is to a given colour, the more pronollllced Herschel's 
effect will be. l'he smaller this difference, the more rapidly the 
silver haloid will pl'oduce fresh a silvel' subhaloid germs; it is true, 
in this case polarization is observable, but the minimum reducibleness 
is soon reached. Fl1l'ther this is, of course, a1so dependent upon the 
amount of a siJvel' sllbhaloid, i. e. upon the duration of the primary 
exposure. Perfect neutralization of redllcibleness need not occur then. 

Consequent1y the colour sensitiveness occurring in the case of 
HERSCHEL'S effect is to be ascribed to the co)our sensitiveness of the 
(( silvel' subhaloid. Not one of the theories of the latent image 
ennnciated hitherto can account for the phenomenon in such a 
simple way as the subhaloid theory. The subhaloids are dyes of 
quite different colours from silver haloid, and consequently with 
quite different spectra, owing to which the possibility exists of quite 
different colour sensitiveness, as in fact actually appears from the 
expel'Ïments of O. WIENlilR 2). 

P. VIUARD proved spectl'oscopically that the gl'eatest dlfference 
between the liminal value of the silvel' haloid and the photochemical 
induction of the a-sil vel' sllbhaloid is situated in the red 

1) Probably these photochemical decomposition~ proceed according to an expo
nenlial formula. 

2) J. M. EDER. Jahrb. f. Pho!. U. Repr. 1896; S. 55. 
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and consequently th at the a-silver subhaloid is a substance sensitive 
to red. If ct, sUvel' bromide gelatine plate is exposed to the action of 
a eontinuous spectrnm, the reducibleness in the case of increasing 
exposure will pl'oceed from blue to red. vVbile aftel' developlllent it 
is observed that wUh increased exposure tbe density of the plate 
incl'eases about and in the spectral blue, (he yellow, the Ol'ange, 
and especially the red obtain anIy veey slight densities. Consequently 
it is evident that the cause why the density of the image in the 
red, yellow, and orange portions Call11ot increase above a maximum, 
which is ver)" 10w, lies in the a silvel' subhalaid possessing a far 
greater sensi ti \Teness to red tl1an the sil vel' haloid, so 1 bat very soon 
a state of equilibrium has been reached, in whieh in a progl'esi~ive 

pl'ocess as mnch a-sUver snbhaloid is fOl'med [\,5 destroyed. 
The substance of the rlevelopalJle latent image is considered identical 

with M. CAREY L]!lA's photohaloid. Now how does this behave in 
red light? 

M. CAREY Lu 1) exposed 11is pink photohaloid to the action of a 
spectrum; while under all coloUl's the photohaloid changeu, it remained 
nnehanged in the red. Fl'om this it appeal's tbat the 811bhaloid gel'm 
of the latent image must be another substance than lVI.. OARRY LEA'S 

photohaloid. 
The behavioUl' of Röntgen mys diffel's from that of ofhel' kinds 

of light. Accol'ding to P. VILLARD, R. W. WOOD, R LUTIIER, and 
W. A. USCHKOFF they show no HERSOllET/S effect in the case of 
secondary exposure. This cannot be ascribed to totalllon-sensitiveness 
of the cc si1ve1' subhaloid to Röntgen my8. It is true, F. HAUSMANN 2) 
and othe1'8 stated that Röntgen rays produced no soJarization, and 
consequently that there was no formation of (J sil vel' subhaloiil, but 
P. H. EYK:M:AN 3), and subsequently K. 8CIIAU:M: and W. BltAUN 4) 
could show that they do. 80 the silver subhaloid is nJso sensitive to 
Röntgen 1'ays, and the non"appearance of HERSCllEL'S effect must be 
put down to the cal1se that fol' Röntgen rays the silver haloid bas 

, a limillal value as great as, or grea.tel' than the photochemical 
inductioll of (he a silver sllbhaloid. It is thel'efore assumed that in 
the case of l'öntgenogl'aphy (he intermiUent exposure, apart from the 
photographic indndion to be exceeded each time, does not pl'oduce 
a photographic effect that l'emains below tIlat of a continuous 
irradiation. 

1) Americ. Jout'n. of Science J 887; Vol. 33; p. 363. 
2) ~'ortschritte a. d. Geb. d. R.·Str. 1901; Bel. V i S. 89. 
8) Fortschr. a d. Gcb. d. R -Str. 1902, Bd. V, Hert 4. 
'1) Zei LsclJl'. f. wiss. P11ot. 1904; Bd. 1; S. 382. 
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Frorn H. LUGGIN'S modified proposition it appear8 clearly, how thé 
chemical sensitizers promote the photochernical decomposition process 
of the silver haloids by halogen absorption. They consequently pre

vent regression. 
. LÜPPO-CRAMER 1) describes the following experiment, which confirms 
this. Precipitated silvel' chloride shows neither with silver nitrate, 
nor with ammonia, both chloride absorbents, an~' increased sensi
tiveness to light when photochemically decomposed; in an emulsion 
where the rapid escape of (he liberated halogen is prevented, the 
action of the chemical sensitizer is tbel'efore observed. From tbis 
it follows that the chemical sensitizer does not react upon the silver 
haloid itself at all. 

Even from the considerabie de\'Ïations from the reciprocity rule 
in a silver bromide gelatine plate with very low light intensities it 
foJlows that gelatine is not a chemical sensitizer, which has also 
been pl'oved in another way, experimentally, by LÜPPO-CRAMER.2

) 

While the chemica! sensitizers act vel'y favourably in the printing
ont process, they have no, or even a detrimental influence in the 
case of silvel' ha!oid emu!sions intended for development, as has 
been pointed out b.r LÜPPO-CRAMER 3). lf it is borne in mind that 
the a silvel' sllbhaloid germ itself is a substance vel'y sensitive to 
light, which with loss of halogen, passes into the 8 zilver subhaloid 
without gel'minative pl'opel'ty, it is clear that a too active chemical 
sensitizer does not pl'omote reducib1eness. 

A number of chemical sen sitizers , however, are oxidizers at the 
same time. From whát has been sàid above it has appeared that 
oxidation transforms the {l si1vel' subhaloid into a silver subhaloid 
(neutralization of solarization), which l1l~y be thui!> repl'esented: 
~ silver subhaloid + oxygen = silver oxide (Ag20?) + a silver 
subhaloid. 

This reaction 8eems to proceed very slowly in the case of sub-
bromides. . 

Owing to this complications may arise, so that the chemical sen
sitizer, while on one hand promoting the photochemical reduction, 
on the other hand again partIy oxidizes the silver subhaloid th at 
has been formed. Here the action '----of tbe chemical sensitizel' is 
favo~lrable fol' the pl'ocess of development, as in the rase of the 

1) Phot. Korresp. 1901; S. 224. 
LüPPO-(lItAMER.. Wissenscll. Arbeiten 1<d02; S. 87. 
J. M. EDER. Jahrb. f. Pbot. u. Repr. 1906; S. 648. 

2) LÜPPO·CRAMER. Phot. Probl€me. 1907; S. 33. 
3) Phot. Korresp. 1903; S. 25. 
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silvel' iodide collodion pJate with silver Ilitl'l1.te, which in the, pre~ 
sence of light is a powerful oxidizer 1), and the question is whether 
the so-called neutl'a1Ïzation of solal'ization by silver nitrate ls not to 
be ascribed to this as well, and co~sequently is real neutralization: 

If siIver haloids are allowed to be photo-chemically decomposed, 
the great influence of the si ze of the gl'ain at ouce becomes evident. 
While fine gl'ain silver chloride or bromide is decomposed rapidly, 
the latter even more rapidly than the former, the directly visible 
decomposition in the case of course-gl'ain silver haloids is slower. 
This can at once be accounted for by H. LUGGIN's modified rule. 
At the surface of the si/vel' haloid gl'ain tbe libel'ated halogen _ can 
escape Q.10l'e easily, Ol' enter iuto composition; inside the gl'ain it 
acts regl'essively, so that the progression will decl'ease from the 
surface to the centre. 

H. LUGGlN ~), too, refers to tbe same thing in the case of silver 
iodide. But even if it is in a very fine]y divic1ed condition, the direct1y 
visible photo-chemical decomposition does not take place l'apidly. 
Owing to its greater atomic weight the libel'aied iodil1e not only 
diffuses m~re slow]y, but 11101'eOVe1' it is asolid subslanee. Ey 
absorption of this iodine, e. g. by silver nih'ate, the dil'eelly yisible 
photo-chemical decomposition at 011"e becomes more rapid, 80 thai 
it is deal' w!ly a silver haloid which is more sensitive may all the 
same yield a less advanced photo-rhemical decomposition. 

The surface decompositiol1 of the 8i1vo1' haloid grain at the same 
time points to the fact that here, too, the -seat of the latent image 
is to be looked fol'. This is also to be inferred from ful'thel' data. 
Thlls the deposits of rec\uced silvel' haloids discovel'ed by Vil. SOHEF~ 
FER a) always start from the sl1l'face of the sllvel' haloid gl'ain, which 
appears from a micl'opllOtograph published by hjm. FUl'thel' Luppo
enAMEl! 4) pointed ta the dependence of the quantity of dye in the 
case of optical sensitization upau the sUl'faèe to be coloured (i. e. 
npon the size of the grain) with silvel' chloride and si1"e1' bromide. 

When it has been pointed out that in the appearance of solarization 
by primal'y fixation and secondal'y development the existence of a 

1) M. CAREY LEA (Phot, Korresp. 1887 j S. 346) and LÜPPO-CRAMER (Phot. 
Korresp. Hl07; S. 538) showed that silvel' subiodide is a substance which is 
extl'emely easily oxidized. 

2) Zeitschr. f. phys. Chemie. 1897; Hd. 23; S. 611. 
S) Phot. Rundschan. Hl07; Heft 6. 
4) J. M. EDER. Jahrb_ f. Phot. u. Repr. 1902 j S. 58. 

190;); S. 61. 

I ~---'=========~-
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silver subhaloid ran be' proved, tbis is not enough to account for 
the solai'ization phenomenon. 

In order to illustrate this let us assllme a photo-chemical decom
position with direct l'ecomposition of the libemted halogen. 

If t4e exposure of a photographic plate is pl'olonged, the silver 
haloid wil! keep fOl'ming a silver subhaloid, which is the gel'm for 
development. From HERSCHEL'S effect, howevel', it appeal's that this 
a silvel' subha.loid in itself is a highly light-sensitive compound, so 
that it is not to be assllllled that a continual accumulation of germs 
is taking place. Oonsequently the a silver subhaloid rapidly decom
poses into (J silvel' snbhaloid and halogen. At the sllrface of the 
silvel' haloid gl'ains a condition therefol'e arises in which the number 
of gel'ms present depends upon formation and destruction. 

If the quantity of the remaining grain surface silvel' subhaloid 
decreases, the quantitative formation of a sUver subhaloid will also 
decrease, and as the latter itself is highly sensitive to light, the 
consequence of this will also be a q llantitative decrease of the number 
of remai'ning germs, in other words, the reducibleness will decrease, 
i. e. solarization wiJl set in. 

This phenomenon is, therefore, entirely dependent up on the avail
able smface of the grain (size of the grain). In his experimental 
researches LÜPPO-OHAMER 1) repeatedly pointed to this facto 

In reality this, of course, does not take place so rapidly. The 
various makes of plates have chemical sensitizers which differ from 
each other (qualitatively and quantitati,-ely). This, together with the 
pl'evention of diffusion, is t11e reason "\vhy the different commercial 
plates begin to get solarized aftel' mutually different exposures. 

The thiosulphate reaction shows peculiarities which ran be accounted 
for now. Tl?e subhaloids are decomposed by the action of thiosul
phate info silvel' and halogen ::.ilver, which aftel' being converted 
into silvel' thiosulphate, dissolves as a double salt. The pI ace of the 
a silvel' subhaloid gel'ffi and the (J silver subhaloid is consequelltly 
taken by silver, which also possesses the property of germination, 
as appears from the development of primarily fixed plates .. Strong 
solarization, howevel', still pl'oduces solarization during development 
aftel' pl'imary fixation, so that the reaction between (J silver subhaloid 
and the thioslllphate in the binding maferial is a slow one, as is the 
oxidation pl'ocess already referred to. So if a highly sellsitive course 

1) Phot. Korrcsp. 1901; S. 350. 

LÜPPQ,CRAMER. Wissenseh. Arbeiten. 1902; S. 41. 
LÜPPQ,CRAMEB. Phot. Probleme 1907 j S. 146. 
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g1'ain plate, i. e. one with a small grain sUl'face, in othe1' wo1'ds, 
with a small quantity of {j silvel' subhaloid, which has been exposed 
till solarization has set in, is tl'eated, the reaction in the gelatine wiIl 
be complete sooner than wiih a greater.-- quantity of {j silver subhaloid 
in the same gelatine plate, as is the case with fine g1'ain ernulsions. 
The reduciblelless wil! consequently show an increase (not to be 
confounded with accele1'ation), so that in proportion to the strength 
of the thiosulphate solution employed, and the duration of the action, 
the solarization will be removed, either to a smaller or to a greater 
extent, or totally. 

This phenomenon was observed experimentally by KOGELMAN 1), 

VIDAI. 2) and E. ENGUSCH 3), while Lüppo OHAMER 4) could not demo~
strate solarization at aU with primarily fixed, highly sensitive, coa1'se
gl'ain plates, which fix more slowly than fine-grain ones. 

Sulphocyanides act analogously in reducing solarization. 
In the case of SABATIER'S polarization the strong decrease (dis

appearance?) of development of the image aftel' it has appea1'ed is 
not to be ascribed to the decl'ease of the nllmber of germs; as they 
have already fulfilled their function 5). So the decrea.se of develop
ment can only be a reduction of the speed of development, which is 
to be accounted for by a stl'ong deCl'ease in the supply of feeding 
substance. From tlle theory given above of the so-called chemical 
method of development it has appeared that the silver subhaloid 
proves to be less soluble in the developer than the silver haloid. 
Therefore the more soluble silver haloid can, aftel' reduction, be 
precipitated upon the gel'111,' which still remains unchanged in its 
place. Consequently if the secondal'y exposure is of an intense nature, 
the feeding substance will be enveloped by subhaloid, by which 
development is l'etarded. This will take place in the .developer all 
the 1110re readiIy, because it is an absorbent of ha,logen. 

In conclusion reference may be made to a possible explanation of 
the Yariations in the optiral sensitizing of the photographic plate 
which is characterized by a considerabie decL'ease in reducibleness 
being noticeable in the places ",here the power of absorption is f:lpec-

1) J. M. EDER. Jahrb. f. Phot. u Repr. 1895; S. 419. 
2) Bull. Soc. franç. Phot. 1898; p. 583. 
3) J. M. EDER. Jahrb. f. Phot. u. Repr. 1901; S. 608. 

~" 1902: S. 79. 
~ ".""" 1904; S. 423. 

4) LÜPPO·CRAMER. Phot. Probleme. 1907; S. 150. 
6) So far there is not a single reason for assuming that this redllCed substance 

consists exclusively of " silver subhaloid germs, which pass inlo ~ silvel' subhaloid 
by the secondary exposure, by which further development would be checked. 
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tra11y highest. From M. ANDRESEN'S experiments 1) it appears that the 
photo-chemical decomposition pl'oducts remain i? contact with =the 
dyestuff, so that the a silver subhaloid obtains a different colour sen
sitiveness. In this case complications may OCCUl', if the dye is at the 
same time an n,bsorbent of halogen (a chemical sensitizer), by which 
it changes or loses its absorption spectrum, and a consequent promo
tion of the photo-chemical decomposition action sets in. 

VI. Conclusions. 

From what has been said a few conclusions may be dl'awn, 
which may be of importance in practice. 

Both (C silver subbromide and lOuide are substances of a much 
greatel' sensitiveness to light than the cOlTesponding silver haloid. 

Consequently if it was possible to compose emulsions in which 
these subslanees were present side by side with the silver haloid 
which as feeding substance is inclispensable fol' development, plates 
would be obtained not only of a higher sensitiveness than the present 
ones, but in them a chemical sensitizer would be practically desirabie 
iu every respect to prevent ·regression. Sneh plates would entirely 
comply with the reciprocity rule, and would ren der the light grada
tions of the objects to be photographed Inuch more correctly, which 
may be of gl'eat value to astronomical photography, e.g. for the 
determination of the light intensity of stars by the photo-chemical 
method (Photometl'y). 

The a silver §ubhaloid can be optiea)]y sensitized, so that its ap
plication might obtain a gl'eat extension. The exact colour sensiti
"eness of the a silver subhaloid separately is not yet known exactly. 
(That in the case of secondal'y exposure the highest sensitiveness is 
sifuated in the red, the lowest in the green, points with great pro· 
bability to the a silver snbhaloid being a green substance). The 
experiments mentionecl indicale everywhere only the diiference in 
light sensitiveness between silver haloid and the a silver subhaloid. 
The gl'eater this diffel'ence, the more favourable t11e result oh1ained. 
Consequently t11e best expectations might 1>e entertained wit11 respect 
to silver chloride plates with a sUver snbiodide, and it is an open 
question whether the latter may not be allo wed to ripen too.' The 
~-silvel' subhaloid seems to possess, photo-chemically, an extremely 
low sensitivenes8, which can only be advantageous in practice. 

'rhis pl'ocess yields directly polarized copies (positives through the 

G) Phot. Korresp. 1898 j S. 504. 
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camera). On one hand this seems an objection, as all printi~g metjlods 
are based upon the pl'oduction of normal co pies (the negative process). 
Bnt it shonld be borne in mind tbat hitherto very few researches 
have been made in this domain. 

For .direct colonr photography 1) with colonr elements lying side 
by side under the emulsion, acco1'ding to L. Ducos DU HAURON'S system. 
(which especially lately bas given promise of a gl'eat future), whlch 
requires directly poIa,rized copies, anti which so far bas onIy succeeded 
in obtailling them in an indirect way, this method wonld also be -
practically valuable. 

In this dil'ection Httle expel'imenting has hitherto been done from 
a photo-chemical point of view, and even jn what bas been doné 
it has been impossible' to account for the phenomena ,that occnrred; 
so that for the present there is no need for us to take too pessimistic 
a standpoint with reference to tbis. 

VII. The shape of the image in tlw case of Hel'schel's effect. 

As to the shape of the image in the càse of HERSOH.EI/S effect 
fig. 8 may be l'eferred to. . 

It is clear that aftel' the critic~! exposure tbe normal copy is . 
again a surface image. If a considerable portion of the surface -
silver haloid present has all'eady been decomposed into a silver 
subhaIoid and halogen, the secondal'y exposure wil1 not be able 
again to form as much' a silver subhaloid as wou1d have been 
the case if the primary exposure had not taken place. A negative 
is obtained then the density of which is 1ess than that of a p1at.e 
not previonsly exposed. This case pl'csents itself in thè sky a in fig. 5. 

Advanced primary exposure may result in solarization, in which 
case the sllrface silver haloid can 110 longer supply the same quantity 
of ge1'ms as was present befol'e: RERSOlIEL'S effect then coalesces 
with solarisation, and the critical exposure can no longer be nscertained. 
, The g1'eater light sensitiveness of the ct silve1' subhaloid as compared 

1) I expressly caU this method "direet", because I cannoL agree to the judgment 
of a number of others, who want to classify it among the indirect methods. Thev' 
say tbat it is not direct coloul' photogrnphy, but three·cololU· photography, 
ignoring the fa ct that the bleaching method which is reckoned to belong to the 
direct methods, is also three·colour photography. Nor can lagree Lo A. v. HÜBL'S 
classification (Phot. Rundschau, 1908, p. 2), by which the bleaching process 
would b~ assigned to the indireot methods. The fact of the matter is that the· 
difference is only a question of method, I.e. whether the colours are obtained 
directly af ter exposure (with development), or only throllgh subsequent addition. 
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'tb tbat of silver baloid is also óhown in the amount of halation. 
~ fig. 5 the foliage of the tree is affected by it, while the houses 

nd the sky near (~ do not show any; there the halation was too 
:~~bt to exceed the Iiminal value of tbe silver haloid. In fig. 6 the 
dark "lead frame of the window also shows the destrnction of the 
germ owing to halation; on the other hand on the right side it was 
able to form fresh germs through a more powerful action. 

That the difference in light sensiti \'eness between the germ and 
the silver haloid is gl'eat, appears from the backs of the dogs, and 
fl'om the shoulders of the female figure to the right in fig. 5. The 
narrow white strip indirates that aftel' the germs had been totally 
destl'oyed at the fl'ee sUl'face, fol' some time longer the silver haloid 
again began to supply germs, first in the most strongly exposed 
portions, and then gradually also in those which received less expo
sure. Consequently if the action of the light increases, these strips 
must become narrower, which is also shown by the fignre, as the 
dog to the left was more glossy than the one to the right. 

The white strips along the edges of the black objects in the back
ground are of quite a different nature. These are to be ascribed 
entirely to il'radiation, for in tbe case of stronger light intensities 
occurring side by side they are broader than where the intensity is 
less great. 

If observed very closely by light reflected at an angle, these bright 
strips are seen to possess a greater gloss than tbe portions immediately 
alljoining tbem. To the left of the tree top this is easier to see than 
to tbe right. The light from the wall has acted more intensely to 
the left tban to the right, and notwithstanding the polarization a 
copy of greater dellsity is shown there. That the critical exposure 
should have been surpassed, is out of the question here. 

This phenomenon, too, can be accounted for according to the theory 
given, for in tbie theory it has been stated, that the critical exposure 
is not surpassed till the secondary exposure has formed a greater 
mnount of a silver snbhaloid than is present \ in consequence of 1he 
primary exposure. Consequently aftel' the liminal value of the silver 
haloid bas been surpassed, a new surface image can Ol'iginate, the 
density can increase afresh, and still at the same time the copy 
will l'emain polarized. 

All the abnormalities in the figures 5 and 6 have thus been 
accounted fol'. 

In conclusion I wish to express my best thanks to Mr. P. H. 
EYKMAN for finding materials and placing them at my disposal, 
and fol' his constant interest in my worle 


